Three-Dimensional Model of Electroretinogram Field Potentials in the Rat Eye.
The information derived from the electroretinogram (ERG), especially with regard to local areas of retinal dysfunction or therapeutic rescue, can be enhanced by an increased understanding of the relationship between local retinal current sources and local ERG potentials measured at the cornea. A critical step in this direction is the development of a robust bioelectric field model of the ERG. A finite-element model was created to simulate ERG potentials at the cornea resulting from physiologically relevant transretinal currents. A magnetic resonance image of a rat eye was segmented to define all major ocular structures, tissues were assigned conductivity values from the literature. The model was optimized to multi-electrode ERG (meERG) data recorded in healthy rat eyes, and validated with meERG data from eyes with experimental lesions in peripheral retina. Following optimization, the simulated distribution of corneal potentials was in good agreement with measured values; residual error was comparable to the average difference of individual eyes from the measured mean. The model predicted the corneal potential distribution for eight eyes with experimental lesions with similar accuracy, and a measure of pre- to post-lesion changes in corneal potential distribution was well correlated with the location of the lesion. An eye model with high anatomical accuracy was successfully validated against a robust dataset. This model can now be used for optimization of ERG electrode design, and to support functional mapping of the retina from meERG data via solving the inverse bioelectric source problem.